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Agenda

What is SE^2
What is ESO?
What is the Challenge project about? 
The deliverables
What have we achieved?
Is there a future?
What is next?
Live demo of the model
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About SE^2

Collaboration between the European Southern 
Observatory (ESO) and the German Chapter of INCOSE 
(GfSE)
Access to a high-tech project, the Active Phasing 
Experiment (APE).
The team members are:

Robert Karban (ESO)
Tim Weilkiens (oose GmbH) 
Rudolf Hauber (HOOD Group)
Rainer Diekmann
Andreas Peukert (TU Munich)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The SE^2 team is a collaboration between the European Southern Observatory (ESO) and the SysML working group of the German Chapter of INCOSE (GfSE).ESO provides access to one of its high-tech projects funded by the European Union, the Active Phasing Experiment (APE).The team members are geographically distributed with different technological background (Astronomy, Astronautics, Aerospace, Defence).�
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ESO
Non-profit Intergovernmental European Organisation for 

Astronomical Research in the Southern Hemisphere
http://www.eso.org

Headquarters in Munich, Germany, 3 Observatories in 
Chile

Mission statement

Build and operate world class 
ground based astronomical facilities
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ESO major projects

Very Large Telescope (VLT)
Started 1988, in operation since 

1999

Atacama Large Millimeter Array 
(ALMA)

Europe-US-Japan
Started 1998, installation starting 

now
Images on this slide were produced by ESO
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E-ELT

Images on this slide were produced by ESO

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Name: European Extremely Large Telescope (E-ELT) Type: optical to mid-infrared telescope Aperture: 42 m Optical design: Five-mirror design — three-mirror on-axis anastigmat + two fold mirrors used for adaptive optics Field of view: 10 arcminute diameter Mounting: Nasmyth mount Location: TBD Housing: dome Start of operations: 2018 (planned) Wavelength range: blue atmospheric cut-off (300 nm) to mid-infrared (24 microns) Instrumentation: 9 stations for fixed instruments (of which two are "gravity invariant", and one is a Coudé focus) Detectors: technology dependent on instrument Pixel scale: at Nasmyth focus (F/17.7), 1 arcsecond on sky corresponds to 3.6 mm in the focal plane Science goals: detection and characterisation of exoplanets, fundamental physics (e.g., variations of fundamental constants across cosmic history), first objects in the Universe and evolution history of galaxies, black holes (from solar-mass to supermassive), and the nature and distrib.ution of the dark matter and dark energy which dominate the Universe
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What is it about?
System case study (since 2007)

The APE technology demonstrator for 
the future Extremely Large Telescope 
(ELT)
High-Tech interdisciplinary opto-
mechatronical system in operation at 
the Paranal observatory

Goals
Create modeling guidelines and 
conventions for all system aspects, 
hierarchy levels, and views
Create a fully fledged SysML model

Documented at 
http://mbse.gfse.de

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The APE technology demonstrator for the future E-ELT, which is a high-tech interdisciplinary opto-mechatronic system in operation at the Paranal observatory [], serves as the system case study.The next generation of telescopes needs to collect significantly more light, therefore requiring bigger reflecting surfaces consisting of many individual mirror segments. Due to different disturbances (vibrations, wind, gravity etc.) the segments must be actively controlled to get a continuous mirror surface with an phasing error of only a few nanometers over a diameter of the main mirror of 42 meters.  The main challenge is to correctly detect the positioning errors of the segments via specific phasing sensors in order to create a continuous mirror surface.APE was developed to evaluate those sensors, and was installed on one of the 8m Very Large Telescopes (VLT) in Chile for sky tests.For the installation it had to comply with various mechanical, electrical, optical and software interfaces. APE consists of about 200 sensors and actuators like wheels, translation stages, lenses, detectors, mirrors, light sources, an interferometer, and 12 computing nodes for control. Since APE had to be deployed in the test lab and in an already existing telescope, modeling variants of function, interfaces and structure were needed for each context.
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Detect nanometers of phasing error in micrometers of
turbulence with Phasing Wave Front Sensors (~20 nm RMS)

Edge Sensors

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The wave front is distorted by various factors: one of them is a wrong positioning of the segments of the primary mirror which will result in a discontinuous surface.This is compensated by the so-called phasing loop.The main challenge is to correctly detect the positioning errors of the segments with specific sensors in order to bring the surface of the primary mirror close to the one of a monolithic mirror.Edge Sensors are used to measure the position of the segments relative to each other at a closed loop of about 1Khz. Before the this loop can be closed the edge sensors must calibrated, which happens periodically. This calibration is carried out by so-called phasing sensors.
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Courtesy of F. 
Gonte

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Active Phasing Experiment (APE) represents a technology evaluation breadboard for large telescopes. The essential purpose of the APE experiment is to explore, integrate, and validate active wave front control schemes and different phasing sensor technologies for a European Extremely Large Telescope (EELT). This includes the evaluation and comparison of the performance of different types of wave front sensors in the laboratory and on the sky on the one hand, and the integration of the control of a segmented aperture control into an already existing active system and driving both the active system and the control of the segments on the other hand. APE is close to completion and deployment in an operational environment. APE will be deployed in the lab, standalone, but also in an already existing telescope.It contains an active segmented mirror (ASM) with 61 hexagonal elements of 1.2cm in diameter which can be controlled the same way as the future E-ELT primary mirror. The ASM can be controlled in piston (movement perpendicular to surface), tip and tilt (rotations about x/y, parallel to surface).To evaluate the sensors capabilities a special metrology system is built (the Internal Metrology). Based on interferometric measurements,it provides high accuracy (5 nanometers) to determine the exact position of the segments in piston, tip and tilt and simulate the edge sensors of the E-ELT.
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APE was installed at the telescope in the 
Atacama desert, Chile.

Images on this slide were produced by ESO

Presenter
Presentation Notes
To properly evaluate the sensors, APE will be installed on an existing telescope in order to work with real stars.It will be installed on one of the VLT telescopes in Chile which belongs to the 8m class telescopes.It is installed as a normal instrument on one of the so called Nasmyth platforms, indicated by the little man on the middle-right of the schematic drawing.It has to comply with various mechanical, electrical, optical and software interface specifications for this installation.
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Installation on the 
platform of the 

telescope
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Deliverables (1/2):
Generic SysML modelling FAQ

General modeling guidelines 
Guidelines for necessary system models and aspects 
Guidelines for modeling the system requirements 
Guidelines for modeling the system structure

Presenter
Presentation Notes
General modeling guidelinesHow should I name model elements?What rules should I follow when creating diagramsHow should I document the model?How do I use different types of annotations in the model?How should I structure the model by using packages?How do I include external references? Guidelines for necessary system models and aspectsWhat system views should my (structural) model contain?How many levels of abstraction do I need? Guidelines for modeling the system requirementsHow should I use dependency matrices?How do I model relationships between requirement and design element? The project is modeled in different aspects, each serving a particular purpose: Requirements, Context, Structure, Behavior, Data, Verification and Performance.This very same structure is recursively used for all its major sub systems which allows rather self-contained packages covering all aspects.This is in particular important for sub-contracting complete sub systems and organize the system development.The Context defines the scope of the system and its interfaces with its environment.Requirements for each sub-system are derived from system requirements, which refine user requirements which in turn are traced to Objectives.The Structure is organized according to the product tree.
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Deliverables (2/2):
SysML model for the APE project

Three major model parts:
Actual system model: APE (with all mentioned system aspects)
Catalogue model: standard parts, library of block prototypes
Modelling profile: additional stereotypes

Main characteristics:
Scalable model structure and organisation 
Includes model annotations, external references
Various examples of ports and flows to model interfaces

Abstraction levels
Functional, Structural, Deployment

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The deliverables of the SE^2 team is a SysML model for the APE project, which consists of three major model parts:The actual system model APE (with all mentioned system aspects),  a catalogue model with standard parts, library of block prototypes and a modelling profile with additional stereotypes.Its main characteristics are a scalable model structure and organisation, which includes model annotations, external references and various examples of ports and flows to model interfaces.It has three abstraction levels: the functional architecture, the structural architecture and the deployment.Preliminary results are available at mbse.sysmod.de
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What have we 
achieved?

APE model, guidelines, and best practices
Model structure and overview
Objectives and Requirements 
Context, System Structure
Behavior. Data
Verification 
Model library and SE Profile

Modeling challenges 
Identified, solved, and presented (RTF input)
Notation (e.g. Connection of nested blocks)
Model (e.g. Grouping of interfaces)
Tool (e.g. Configuration and Quality Control)
Methodology (e.g. multi-layer allocation)

Plug-in for modeling tool

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We have found a list of SysML shortcomings. The most significant ones are: ·	Variant modeling ·	Connection of nested blocks ·	Grouping of interfaces with nested ports ·	Logical vs. Physical decomposition ·	Functional multi-layer abstraction ·	Reuse of blocks, allocation and instances ·	Structural multi-layer allocation ·	Defining Quality of Service·	Transition to UML for software ·	Configuration and Quality Control ·	Navigability There are four aspects related to these: · Notation: It is a real challenge for a modeling language to provide a interdisciplinary notation for complex systems. It must be easy to understand and be capable of modelling details unambiguously. · Model: Behind the notation is the real model, i.e. the data structure and semantics of the information. · Tool: The implementation of the SysML specification is a challenge for tool vendors. · Methodology: SysML is a language without any methodology. You need a methodology or at least some best practices for good modeling. 
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Is there a future?

10000 tons of steel and glass
20000 actuators, 8000 mirrors
60000 I/O points, 700Gflops/s, 17Gbyte/s
Many distributed control loops, excessive control strategy 
Use SysML to model the control system since 2008

Images on this slide were produced by ESO

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The telescope consists roughly of 10000 tons of steel and glass in the size of a big football stadium, needs 20000 actuators, some of which have to be controlled with nanometer and 0.02 degrees accuracy. It requires high performance computation up to 700Gflops/s, and data transfers rates of up to 17Gbyte/s. The control system has to deal with about 60000 I/O points, 15 subsystems (one particular subsystem requires coordination of 15000 actuators alone), and interacting, distributed control loops with sampling rates ranging from 0.01 Hz to several kHz.The Telescope Control System (TCS) includes all hardware, software and communication infrastructure required to control the telescope (including the dome) down to, but not including, actuators and sensors. Many sub-systems will be contracted and have to be properly integrated. Therefore, TCS includes the definition of interfaces, requirements, standards for the field electronics, software, and hardware of sub-systems.
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What is next?

Update guidelines and FAQ
Create a “Solving SysML problems in a nutshell” booklet
Elaborate APE reference model
Practical variant modelling
Application of parametrics
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Live demo of the E-ELT model

Please standby - setting up the system…
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